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Abstract
The application of virtual reality technology in competitive sports for simulation training can be used to movement’ analyses, evaluate,
arrange and innovation. This technology improves the technological content of sports training. Therefore, it makes athletes to grasp
sports technique quickly and keeps in good form. The paper describes research status and development trend of the technology of virtual
reality and physical stimulate and its application in sports training. And it discusses the function and system of virtual reality technology
in simulative training.
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1 Introduction

widely used in military simulation, fire simulation, entertainment, games, medicine, remote control robot, virtual design,
virtual manufacturing and other fields.

With the popularization of "technology Olympics", "Digital
Olympics" and "Humanistic Olympics" concept in 2008 and
the rapid development of computer technology, Modern
science and technology has penetrated into all fields of
sports with its powerful affinity, especially plays a tremensdous role in sports training. The rapid development of virtual
reality technology provides wide space application in competitive sports field. To our country’s advantage projects diving, gymnastics, trampoline, sailing, windsurfing and
other projects in the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games, they
used virtual reality technology for simulation training in
order to realize the sports training methods transformation
from traditional human observation to capture and motion
analysis of high precision measuring method of human,
from approaches based on experience to human motion
modeling and Simulation of human motion analysis method.
Therefore, this improves the training level and athletic level
of our country faster and more effectively in these projects,
to ensure that these projects can impact more gold medals in
the Beijing Olympic Games and realize China's glory plan in
2008 Olympic Games.

2.2 SPORTS STIMULATION SYSTEM
Sports stimulation system is interdisciplinary including comprehensive sociology, management, sports training, computer
science, graphics, prediction, psychology, math and so on. It is
an integrated experimental science with the method of system
simulation research on sports issues. It analyzes the problems
in sports field through the method of system analysis, and uses
related knowledge about math, graph theory, gray theory,
operational research, control theory, information theory and so
on to establish simulation pattern, then conducts real time,
super real-time, under real-time simulation demonstration by
using computer technology and connecting graphics, film and
video BA and psychology. Finally, it is a typical multi- subjects, multi-factor analysis and comprehensive integration of
the disciplines comprehensive disciplines and evaluated, planned, decision-made by experts. It reproduces the training
experience and intention of the coach, organization schemes
of the managers and the training process of athletes by
computer simulation technology to explain, analyze, predict,
organization and evaluate sports education system. In that way,
it is a strategic technology to promote sports progress. Athletes need many feel in sports training (visual, auditory, tactile
and olfactory etc.) and the simulation of virtual reality technology emphasizes a variety of perceptions, interaction and
immersion. Therefore, with the further development of virtual
reality technology, the simulation training with virtual reality
technology will be widely used in the field of sports.

2 Summarize virtual reality technology and sports
stimulation system
2.1 VIRTUAL REALITY TECHNOLOGY
Virtual reality, which also can be abbreviated to VR, stimulates the world of human sense generated by computer.
Sometimes are called the virtual environment. VR technology embodies the characteristics of multi-subjects, and is
a multi-disciplinary complex art accompanying fast development of computer technology, computer graphics, computer network technique, picture processing, pattern recognition, Intelligent interface technology, physiology, multi
sensor technology, speech processing and audio technology
and so on. The operator can produce be personally on the
scene through the visual, auditory, olfactory, tactile and
interaction, which can provide new media for human-computer interaction. Nowadays, VR technology has been

3 Sports systematic simulation based on VR
3.1 SPORTS SIMULATION SYSTEM BASED ON VR
Sports simulation system based on VR uses VR technology
to do simulative training of competitive sports. It provides
effective training tools for new coach and athletes, not only
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to rapidly improve the effect of exercise training and
technology content, but also expend the scope of
application of the system simulation, and promote the rapid
development of VR technology. Therefore, VR has promising prospect in sports simulative training, and that depend
on traits of VR. VR system has variety output form
(picture, sound, character and so on). The ability of dealing
with a variety of input devices can perform collision
detection, real-time interaction, viewpoint control and
complex behavioral modeling. In sports training, the use of
VR technology can use many kinds of perception to
present coach’s training intention or athlete's training
process, and the coaches and athletes can naturally interact
with this simulation system. Application of this kind of
physical simulation system based on VR will further
improve the scientific training level of sports.

simulation technology, human biomechanics data and real
human motion data, the 3D simulation, design, analysis
and action, therefore, practice has stronger directive
significance to sports training.
Based on the development status of VR in competitive
sports simulation, VR technology has the specific scope of
application in competitive sports simulation are as follows:
the scientific monitoring sports training; sports training
information collection, analysis system; advanced training
technology application demonstration; training and equipment, a variety of gymnastics editing. These research
results will be applied widely in trampoline, diving, gymnastics and other competitive sports training. So competitive sports simulation based on VR has a broad
development prospect.

3.2 DEVELOPMENT STATUS OF COMPETITIVE
SPORTS SYSTEM SIMULATION BASED ON VR

3.3 FUNCTION OF COMPETITIVE SPORTS SYSTEM
STIMULATION BASED ON VR

Development status of competitive sports system simulation based on VR, VR has been widely used in the
military simulation, fire simulation, medical and many
other fields, its purpose is in certain circumstances (hostage
negotiation, parachute, fire-fighting etc. ) and simulative
training on students. This training allows the wrong, but
not brings any risk and harm to the practitioners.
Compared with other methods of training, sports training
simulation based on VR have a variety of perception,
therefore it can enhance the ability of athletes and sports
simulation system for interactive, improve the effect of
exercise training. At present, the virtual environment has
less application study in competitive sports training, this is
mainly because the requirements of competitive sports
training to the performance of the VR system are higher
than the virtual game, such as the requirements for user
friendly interactive, real-time, high precision and strong
sense of immersion, in addition to the virtual reality
software, hardware technology. Conditions (such as virtual
reality special interaction is more expensive equipment, the
existing interaction is not convenient and flexible system),
real time and accuracy are to be improved; application and
popularization of these constraints limit the VR technology
in the field of competitive sports training simulation. U.Y.
Yang et al. realized an immersive training system based on
virtual reality technology, whose core idea is a metaphor
for “intuitionist ghost based on interactive method ", being
called "Just Follow Me”. In the training process, trainer
action is real-time visualization, and the visualization
image training is equivalent to the ghost out of trainee’
body through intuitionist ghost metaphor. To observe the
trainee's movement from different point of view, the
trainees (or as quickly as possible) follow the ghost master
(trainers'). SeongmhiBaek et al. give reference movement
for any trainee adjustment, and provide reference motion
effect analysis for trainee and take swordsman training as
an example to verify the arithmetic. Nowadays, Also it has
made a number of research results in simulation and
analysis of 3D human motion in China, has successfully
developed a VHTrampdineJ71 software system of computer aided trampoline sports scientific training to prepare for
the Beijing Olympic Games. The software is different from
the color image analysis based on physical training
software, which is based on the digital 3-D human motion

3.3.1 Structure training scene and equipment
According to specific requirements of the specific sports
on training scenario building virtual training scenarios,
such as, sailing and windsurfing training time is subject to
certain conditions (for instance, the appropriate wind speed,
wave height and weather) , this system constructs realistic
training environment field data the system through
collecting a variety of sensors and mathematical models of
real driving 3D visual, and meets the non-training
condition in this environment (such as no waves without
wind conditions) to complete the training mission. It also
can make the virtual training and simulation human, such
as, gymnastics athletes can be invited to connect virtual
gymnasium in virtual instruments and see how to change
the shape of the gymnastics equipment. This technique not
only can be used in daily training, but also in the adjustment period before the game to make the athletes play out
of their own level in the race.
3.3.2 Capture exercise date
Through the sensor tracking equipment, it is directly recorded
motion data and used to generate computational motorized
painting. The biggest advantage of this method is able to
capture the athletes (including training apparatus) real exercise
data. Due to the generation of movement is basically movement "copy" of a player (instruments), the effect is very
generally real. According to the captured motion data, it can
edit, modify, design new action, let the coaches to design their
own mind "ideal" action, in order to ensure the scientific
training. This function can be used wildly in weightlifting,
gymnastics, trampoline, narrow water project.
3.3.3 Collecting physiology and biochemistry and mental
date
Physiological, biochemical and physical index is an
important indicator of the State Sports. According to
different athletes, the biochemical, physiological and
psychological data of athletes can be collected through a
variety of sensors and intelligent instrument. The collection
of physiology includes mainly obtaining pulse, blood
pressure and so on which is human metabolism index , all
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sorts of organ and system function index. According to the
collection index, coach can rearrange and redesign action
to meet function and characteristics of this project. And
coach can pick out action which need arrange with the
intention, therefore, coach choose the best arrangement to
make sure scientific and reasonable training methods.

3.3.5 System composition
The sports simulation system has three parts: input system,
output system, virtual environment generator. The input
system includes date glove, location orientation tracker,
converter, and glove input converter etc. Virtual environment generator has custom system, simulation supervisor,
three-dimension processor, high performance computer,
graphic card, three-dimension model date, touch and force
sense feedback device and HD ports etc. The output
system contains signal converter and effect converter, so
that the user can feel more real and natural of the stereo
vision, stereo sound, and completely immersed in the
virtual environment, like be personally on the scene.

3.3.4 Repeat the performance and show the movement
Movement reappearing is the key function of sports
simulation system. Traditional camera shooting can’t
realize it in some condition. When study on the innovation
of new movements in gymnastics project, athletes can
realistically and accurately reproduce the gymnastics
athletes with a variety of action sports simulation system
with its 3D virtual gymnastics to help assistant trainers and
athletes innovate action, improve the technical level.
Monitor
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training process. Through the analysis, simulation
technology will play an increasingly important role based
on VR in sports training, competition, recovery, material
process and competition environment. Therefore, the
development of dynamic and trace of VR technology, is of
great practical significance to study the development of VR
technology in competitive sports.

With the 2008 Olympic Games held in Beijing, it will
promote China's in-depth study of competitive sports
simulation technology based on VR. Along the development of virtual reality technology in competitive sports
in the simulation of widely used will further enhance the
technology content of the sports athletics level and the
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